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there was some physical action, but the real story of kaldur acquiring wisdom occurred via the
oracle's gift of telegrams. as they all entered the room, they found that the new security team was in

fact the very same team that had captured conner back in the 80s when he had temporarily gone
nuts. bizarro then introduced himself and told them the fortress could give them what they needed

to find superman. after a brief tour of the huge ship, he teleported them to superman's private
study. the kids and their mentor went in, but bizarro then teleported away. conner soon got back in,
but at that point, the superman hologram had disappeared. they could see that there were a number
of “bots “looking for their master. bizarro said he had been monitoring the ships radio and had taken
it upon himself to warn them of their danger. the old security team and the kids came up with a plan

to get the team of robots to come out of stasis and fight them, since they needed a power source,
and the robots came equipped with them. however, the idea of calling super powers evil still had a
shock effect on the friends. eventually, they were successful, and connor was able to fix his dad's
light-ship so they could travel back. on the way back, the kids ran into all sorts of trouble, but still

managed to return to the city and alert the league. the league found out that the ships were
planning to sneak the martians into the united states to break earth out of the newton zone. they

stopped the invasion and the light-ship was quickly taken down for examination, and was soon
destroyed by martians. but connor managed to escape and the entire group was returned to the city

via the skinwalker and her twins.
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